
Need more ghost-wooooooing tips?
Then send us an email!

pamphlette@lists.reed.edu
Need a pretty awful distraction from term papers?

Find our past issues online!
pamphlette.wordpress.com
“What’s your Thanksgiving favorite?”

ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Deep-friend honey butter #Missourah
EMMA RENNIE: Everyone’s portion of stuffing, none of which I’ve licked >_>
LARA SEYBERT: Cranberry sauce made with the blood of my enemies.
SAM SEXTON: “Stuffing.” By which  I mean poop. Turkey poop. From an actual turkey’s 
actual anus. (I did not answer the question im time for layout. Learn from my mistakes,) 

He’s been there from the beginning--that transparent man of  mystery, that inexplicable pseudo-human 
presence lurking in the corner: the hot-ass ghost in your dorm room. You’ve been wanting to ask 
him out since, like, the first week of  first semester, but you haven’t been able to work up the courage 
to crawl under the bed with him and broach the subject of  a mutually fulfilling romantic relationship. 
I mean, you’ve talked a few times, in the darkest hours of  Hum paper nights, but while he’s calmed 
your inner demons with his windy whispers and calming chill, it’s always been woefully platonic. Are 
you ready to take it to the next level? Well, friend, I’m here to help. Here are 5 tips. Best of  luck!

1.) Teach him to text. It’ll take some effort; he’s probably pretty young, and thus 
unable to manipulate physical objects yet, so you’ll have to be very patient. The work 
will likely bring you two closer together, though, and once you’re done, you’ll be able 
to talk any time of  the day, instead of  just during those 4 nighttime hours you spend 
in your room, at least two of  which are reserved for sleep. 

2.) Dye your hair clear. I’m not saying it’s okay, but it’s likely that your undead buddy 
has internalized some of  the prejudices of  his people. One anonymous ghostly source 
tells me that “many ghosts won’t even consider dating someone with opaque hair.” If  
you use this tip, though, make sure you use your new position in his life to talk him 
out of  his outdated, problematic ideas about dating across the mortal coil. 

3. ) Coat yourself  in ectoplasmic pheromones. It could be that your nocturnal 
buddy just hasn’t thought to see you in that way. You live in different worlds, after all, 
despite your day-to-day proximity. He might like you just fine, and just need that extra 
little push to consider you as a romantic interest. Rubbing yourself  in the scent of  his 
people could be just the ticket. Your local drug dealer should have some, and they sell 
for pretty cheap in these parts.

4.) Initiate Roleplay. Your new flame might still be stuck on the circumstances of  his 
(untimely?) death. According to Dr. Freud, a good way to work through one’s internal 
struggles is to awkwardly sexualize them; so, if  there’s any way to make that horrific 
car accident sexy--and of  course, assuming he consents--do it. It’s super hot.

5.) “WoooooOOOOOoooo”...a lot. It sounds sort of  patronizing, I know--maybe 
even fetishizing--but not to fear: a whopping 80% of  bedroom ghosts surveyed told 
the Pamphlette that they’re totally into it. Just make sure you get your inflections right-
-Rosetta Stone can help if  you’re struggling.

5 Tips for Getting Your Bedroom 
Ghost Interested!

By SS

What’s Homework? I have Dragons to 
Take Care Of!

        Last Monday, a new-member registration period opened for Flight Rising, a website 
where players raise and breed their own unique dragons. Many Reedies huge dorks 
flocked to the site like vultures to roadkill -- conveniently at a particularly busy part of  
the academic semester. Just like that, students began to care more about selecting genes 
for dragons than studying for their Genetics exam, and to choose exalting dragons to 
their clan’s god over doing their Hum reading.

        “The dragon game is taking over my life,” says sophomore Jenny Ramirez. “Every 
time I sit down to start my homework, I somehow end up checking on my Nesting 
Grounds, battling other dragons in the Coliseum, or browsing the Auction House for 
pretty babies to purchase for my lair. The other day I bought a beautiful Skydancer with 
the tiger and shimmer genes, and spent two hours deciding on the perfect name for it 
instead of  writing a paper proposal. It’s a real problem.”

       It is, indeed, a problem. Addiction is an illness that incapacitates many people and 
inhibits rational decision-making. We as a student body should address this issue serious-
ly and help in any way we can. So let’s stage an intervention. A friendly-support-group-
study-party kind of  intervention. Fellow FR addicts, let’s gather in the ETC talking lab, 
and we’ll have incentives for actually getting work done, as well as punishments for 
anyone who gets caught with so much as a glance at their dragon lair. The rewards for 
completing assignments will be delicious snacks and small prizes, but (sshhh, keep this 
on the down low) we may set up special dragon-trading deals for students who make 
significant progress! That’s bad that’s very bad and we should not do that. Incentivizing 
relapses is not a good way to deal with this… BUT DRAGONS I NEED PRETTY 
DRAGONS I CAN’T STOP THIS ARTICLE IS NOT GETTING ANY BETTER 
SO I’M GONNA GO CHECK ON MY DRAGONS BYE

        Months after #gamergate begin on twitter with heroic, plucky efforts to destroy the 
lives of  several women because something something games journalism, video games’ 
premier mystery-solvers have discovered the sinister truth behind the movement: it wasn’t 
about ethics in games journalism at all! It was a hoax!

        Dubbed the “Mystery Inc” of  video games, the task force consisted of  Commander 
John Shepard of  Mass Effect fame, Clementine from Telltale’s The Walking Dead, Metroid’s 
Samus Aran, and the lovable, if  cowardly, tag-team of  Super Mario Bros Luigi Mario and pet 
dinosaur Yoshi. The team heard that #gamergate had physically manifested as an evil ghost 
with Haruhi Suzumiya’s face, and was lurking around the spooky abandoned carnival at the 
edge of  town. Each team member flawlessly sprung into action: Samus Aran used her scan 
visor to locate #gamergate, Clementine made difficult moral choices about which rides it 
was okay to dismantle to build a trap, Commander Shepard gave the abandoned conces-
sion stands soundbites assuring each that they were his favorite store on the citadel, and 
Luigi and Yoshi cowered in various barrels, closets, and long hallways, unintentionally luring 
#gamergate into Clementine’s trap.  When Clementine pulled #gamergate’s mask off, the 
team, and the world, was shocked to discover it was Jack Thompson, a lawyer who fought 
tirelessly to ban video games he deemed too violent (like Counter Strike, which he explicitly 
blames for the Virginia Tech shootings) until he was disbarred for a lack of  ethics.

        “Dagnabbit! It was the perfect crime!” Thompson wailed. “That is, it was the perfect 
crime in that it was working, somehow. As an asshole, I wanted to silence feminist voices in 
video games, and for some reason #gamergate was the best way? You’d think a group sup-
posedly only interested in ethics in game journalism would avoid enlisting the aid of  a lawyer 
disbarred for not having ethics.  It’s almost like the movement cares more about attacking 
women.  Anyway, I would’ve gotten away with it if  it wasn’t for you meddling kids, and your 
dog!”

        “I’m Commander Shepard, and my age, while ambiguous, is clearly post-adolescence,” 
said Commander Shepard.

        “...” said Samus Aran.

        “I’m a child, but I have seen horrors and made choices that would break even the 
strongest and coldest of  men,” said Clementine.  “Also, Yoshi isn’t a dog.”

        “Luigi number one!” said Luigi. Yoshi agreed, yelling “Yoshi!” before consuming Jack 
Thompson and pooping him out as a small egg.

By ER

#Gamergate Solved! It was Jack 
Thompson All Along

For weeks now, Anna Chesterton, facilities director and curator of  installments for Reed’s 
art building, has admired the performance/installment fusion taking up most of  the build-
ing’s main gallery. The “piece” consisted of  16 bicycles, varying in style, color, and degree 
of  dampness, which appear and disappear seemingly at random from the gallery every day. 

“It was very inventive!” said Chesterton, when we interviewed her last Thursday. “It really 
spoke to the mental and physical effort Reed students--and, more likely than not, students 
at other academically rigorous institutions--put into getting to and staying on campus each 
day to further their education, while limiting their carbon footprints. Beautiful!”

Alas, no. CSOs investigated the “installation” after receiving reports from two philistines 
concerned students who witnessed the bikes’ evening removal on Wednesday. Their conclu-
sion? “This isn’t art at all!” said Whitney Houston, Reed’s newest CSO. “This is just a bunch 
of  bikes!”

To Chesterton’s chagrin and insistence that “EVERYTHING is art in the postmodern 
age,” Houston was right. Turns out that 16 students have been storing their bikes in the 
main gallery every day, not as an artistic or political statement, but to protect them from the 
incessant rain. 

“It didn’t seem like we were hurting anybody,” said Alexa Daniels, one of  the students in 
question. “It’s just that nobody would ever steal from there, and it meant I could keep the 
rust problem from progressing any further. I’m, like, sorry, I guess?”

The bikes have since been removed and relocated to more appropriate bike storage areas. 
Chesterton, meanwhile, has plans to petition Community Safety to return the “art” to its 
proper place within her view.

“The Man must be stopped!” she said as the bikes were wheeled out. “Protect free expres-
sion from the pigs! Keep art alive!”

By EC

“Art Installation” Actually Just
Illegal Bike Storage

It’s too bad this is in black and white because you can’t tell how pretty my purple dragon is!

Jack Thompson, with what he believes to be more dangerous than guns, knives, or even 
violent movies and books.

By EC


